
 

Knife Skills Overview 

 

Properly holding a knife 

 Hold the handle firmly with all fingers wrapped around the handle, as if they were holding a 

hammer. 

 Correct common habits such as placing the index finger on the dull side of the knife, or holding 

the knife loosely with the fingers.  

 A firmer grip is safer than handling the knife with hesitation. 

Resting Position 

 A knife not in use should be resting on the cutting board with blade pointed away.  

 To pass a knife to someone else, place the knife in the resting position and invite the person to 

pick the knife up by the handle. 

Walking with a knife 

 Take the knife firmly in one hand, with the point of the knife facing down to the floor and the 

blade facing behind you.  

 Turn your body so that the arm holding the knife is furthest from other people. Say, clearly and 

loudly, “knife behind” as you walk slowly, keeping space between yourself and others. 

Cutting with a knife 

 Using your non-chopping hand, mimic a claw: fingers are rounded and fingertips are curled 

inwards. Place the “claw” on the item to be chopped to pin food down. This position protects the 

fingertips from the blade of the knife and keeps the ingredient in place on the cutting board.  

 Round food rolls around. That’s unsafe. Slice a flat “bottom” for the food to stabilize your 

produce as your first cut. 

 Demonstrate the proper motion of chopping: keep the tip of the knife on the cutting board as 

much as possible, apply even pressure while gliding the knife in a circular motion as you chop 

(like the wheels of a locomotive train).  

 Important Tips: Never cut food while it’s in your hand. Either cut straight up and down or cut 

away from yourself. Never cut something on an angle towards yourself.  

 

General Knife Safety 

 Never use a knife to perform inappropriate tasks, such as pointing at someone, opening a can 
or a bottle or prying something apart. These tasks could result in injury or damage or break the 
blade. 

 Never let the knife’s blade or handle hang over the edge of a cutting board or a table.  

 Keep your cutting board as clear as can be. When you have cut up half the veg, put it in a bowl 
to make space to cut up more. 

 Never leave a knife in the sink filled with water. Someone could reach into the sink and be cut 
by the knife. 

 When washing a knife, carefully wipe the blade from its dull side. 
 


